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Attention ClickBank Sellers & Affiliates Start calculating your total ClickBank profits and/or commissions

with this new and simple to use desktop software... Calculates : Merchant Net Profits Total ClickBank

Cost Total Affiliate Commissions Dear ClickBank Merchants And Affiliate Marketers, Stop guessing how

much you will make...and start calculating your profits before you lose them. I've seen it happen already

quite a few times. A new or even an existing, merchant using ClickBank puts up a new product and just

randomly picks the percentage his or her affiliates will receive. After about 20 or 30 sales the merchant

realizes that he or she is actually losing money or not even making enough to cover other costs. WHY,

does this happen? Simple! Most ClickBank merchants do not calculate everything before selling their new

or existing product or service. This is a VERY EASY way to start losing money very fast and believe me.

Shooting yourself in the foot doesn't feel to good. The same thing happens with affiliates promoting other

peoples products or services through ClickBank as well. They see a product or service and right away

start to put all of their time and effort into promoting for the merchant. Again...after a few commission

notifications come through the affiliate realizes that they are busting their rump for only a SMALL few

dollars per sale they get. After HOURS and DAYS of promoting SOMEONE ELSE'S product they finally

come to notice this. It a waste of time, profits and commissions! Stop Guess And Start Calculating Click

Here To Stop Guessing Today But, you don't have to worry about this anymore. You can start to calculate

EXACTLY how you, and your affiliates will make on each and every sale made. Not only that...but you will

also find out how much ClickBank gets on each sale as well. Why would you want to keep guessing on
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your profits anyway. Personally, I want to know exactly how much I'll make on each sale before I even

start selling the product or service. I want to make sure it's worth the time and effort I've put into the

development and the time and effort I will be putting into the promoting of the product or service.

Besides...if you want to make your living online you need to know these things. If businesses depended

on a guess or an estimate they would end up bankrupt in no time flat. If you are going to really make it

online, you need to know exact numbers. You need to make sure your profits are going to cover your

hosting, marketing and many other very important things as well. With this desktop software you can start

to... Calculate Your Total Net Profit Per Sale - You will be able to find out exactly how much you will profit

after ClickBank takes out their fees and your affiliates are paid, per sale! Calculate The Commissions You

Will Make - If you are an affiliate marketer you will be able to find out exactly how much your commission

will be per sale on any product you're promoting through ClickBank. Calculate Both With And With Out

Affiliate Commissions - Using the software makes it easy to calculate how much you will make with both

paying an affiliate and not paying an affiliate per sale, after all...you do promote your own products don't

you! Find Out How Much ClickBank Gets - One important thing you will need to know is, how does

ClickBank REALLY get out of each sale made. Well, this software will let you know in just seconds. Add

More Profits - Using the calculator will actually start to add more profits to your total made. You will be

able to see what the MOST you can charge is and still have your affiliates make a nice little piece as well.

Save Time And Money - You won't have to worry about wasting time charging to little and not making

what you need to. You will instantly know what to charge and who gets what BEFORE you start selling

your product or service. Make Sure Your Charge Enough - With the calculator, you will know that you are

charging enough to cover your expenses and still make a profit on each sale. This is important because if

you are not making a profit you are wasting your time! These are all very important things to know and

now you can get all of this information just by opening a piece of software on your own PC. Think about it.

How long have you been going with out know this important information? Software Screen Shot - Easily

Pick Higher Paying Affiliate Programs And See Bigger Commission Checks... If you are an affiliate

marketer through ClickBank, this software is definitely a must have, needed tool. As an affiliate you need

to make sure you are getting good enough commissions to generate a nice sized check even you get only

a few sales every two weeks. This is a mistake most affiliate marketers make. They jump on any affiliate

program they can thinking it will help to raise their bi-weekly ClickBank checks. NOT TRUE... Look at it



this way. If you are promoting an affiliate program through ClickBank and the payout is only 15 per sale

and the sale price is under 10.00, you would need to generate hundreds of referred sales to get any kind

of check at all from ClickBank. BUT, if you are promoting an affiliate program through ClickBank that pays

out 35 per sale and the sale price is 100.00 or more, you wouldn't need that many referred sales to get an

okay size check every few weeks from ClickBank. Now, if you were to sit down with a piece of paper and

a pencil and figure this out for each and every affiliate program you come across, it would take you

forever and a day. You wouldn't have any time to actually promote the programs and earn your

commission checks. BUT...with this software you will simply open it, fill in a few fields and click a button

and, BANG...you now know what you need to know. In just seconds you can find out if any given

ClickBank based affiliate program is worth promoting or not and exactly how YOU will earn per referred

sale. FBM marketing *NEW* eBOOK Resale Right Scripts Software Download Earn with Resale Rights
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